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Softly, softly
THIS GARDEN IS A CLEVER
FOIL FOR THE HOUSE

P

lants are the essential
ingredient for softening the
mass of a grand house and
its structural elements of
paving and driveways. For
landscape designer Jane Jones, the
chance to design a planting scheme
for this home in Melbourne’s Toorak
was a lovely assignment.
“I had designed for these clients
previously and was really happy to
work with them again,” she says. “It
was an opportunity to create
something beautiful.”
The recently renovated house
had existing hardscaping and an
established boundary hedge, as
well as a new pool-house and
refurbished swimming pool. Jones
was briefed to soften the space by
developing a garden design that
was “lush and graceful”.
“It required a planting scheme
with greater complexity and depth
to match the beautiful interior of the
home, which uses wallpaper and
colour to great effect,” Jones says
of the project, which was completed
in November 2017.
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Her major challenge in the rear
garden was planting space.
“Because the pool, brick retaining
wall and tall hedge were already
there, the garden beds were too
small to add another layer,” she
explains. Her solution was a long
run of pots, planted with structured,
cloud-pruned olives and Luma
apiculata; clipped spheres of
Teucrium and Buxus; and a rich mix
of soft and pretty flowering
perennials and spillovers.
“We needed height, but not
things that would spread and block
the walkway or the line of sight to the
beautiful pool house,” Jones says.
The star of the rear garden is a
massive 1.5m-wide bowl, planted

Focal point: a huge bowl of Buxus
sits between the patio and pool

with multiple clipped balls of Buxus.
“It balances the pool house and
links all the areas quite well,” says
Jones. “And it’s also a punctuation
point viewed from the house.”
It sits on a terrace of stone crazy
paving that she reduced from its
original expanse, with Pratia planted
between the pavers.
At one end of the lawn she
created a firepit with a low, curved
seating wall for the family’s older
children, using the same stone as in
the internal fireplaces. “It’s a nice
spot for the whole family to sit
around outside,” she says.
Native violet makes a pretty
groundcover, while three standard
wisterias, trained on rose hoops,
delineate the curve. Throughout all
the beds are sprinkled flowers in
mauve and purple – the client’s
favourite colours – such as sea
lavender (Limonium perezii),
Agastache, Thalictrum, Tulbaghia,
delphiniums and rosemary.
In the relatively small front
garden, the beds each side of the
circular drive include repeated,
clipped spheres of Camellia
japonica and Buxus, with some
large pots to “add weight”.
“I use pots positioned within
beds a lot,” says Jones. “They give
you a focal point and the chance
to showcase some interesting
feature plants.”
She used a clever trick to get
lush, fragrant star jasmine
(Trachelospermum jasminoides) to
cover the front boundary wall. There
was nowhere in front of the wall to
plant the climbers so she planted
them behind and pulled the tendrils
through holes drilled at intervals.
Trained on stainless steel cables,
they grew quickly.
“The effect does a lot to soften
the strong presence of the house
and helps it nestle into the street,”
Jones says.

My bee-attracting French lavenders died
after the big rains. What small edging plants
would be good for bees?
Nicole Cauley, Brisbane
Lavenders dislike humidity and hate wet feet,
though French lavender is one of the better ones
in sub-tropical areas. Try alyssum (Lobularia
‘Snow Princess’) or Thai basil; both are
perennial forms of what are usually
annuals. Lemon balm (Melissa officinalis)
is also excellent. Some salvias such as
S. ‘Mystic Spires’, S. leucantha, S.
mexicana and S. greggii tolerate humidity.

Q&A

I’ve read that garden beds should not be
mulched in winter in cold areas because it
keeps the ground cold and wet. What’s
your advice?
Vicki Poxon, Daylesford, Vic
Despite the belief that mulch keeps plants
warm, the opposite is true where the ground
does not freeze in winter. Bare soil will absorb
heat during the day in winter and radiate it at
night, reducing the risk of frosts. Mulch prevents
the sun’s warmth reaching the soil, so rake it
away for winter and reapply it once the soil has
warmed in late spring. In summer, mulch keeps
soil cooler and limits moisture loss.
I have bare patches of lawn in part shade
that just won’t grow.
Lynne Lillington, by email
Even shade-tolerant lawn grasses such as
soft-leaf buffalo varieties need a minimum of
two hours of direct sun per day. Compaction
stops lawn growing; use a fork or spike roller or
corer to aerate the soil. Check the soil pH is
between 6.5 and 7.5, adding lime if acidic.
Check if curl grubs are eating the roots by
digging down to look for them; if they’re there,
treat with a soil drench of Eco-neem.

 Send your questions to: helenyoungtwig@
gmail.com or Helen Young, PO Box 3098,
Willoughby North, NSW 2068. Website:
helenyoung.com.au. The best question
for December/January wins the Nylex
Digital Rain Gauge, spray gun and weeper
hose worth $135. 
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